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Abstract:
This design practicum is focused on how the sport of rock climbing can be used to explore the landscape of the city, 

specifically Winnipeg. Rock climbing, as it exists outdoors, is a balance of the climber’s strength, balance, and mental focus, 

and the physical make up and conditions of the site. These factors are manifested in different combinations from site to site 

and climber to climber, making each climbing experience unique. A climber experiences climbing locations differently from 

the passive observer; he or she comes into direct contact with the rock and depends on its qualities of hardness, texture, 

friction and form to be able to ascend to the top. It is this unique tactile and kinesthetic landscape experience that this 

practicum is designed to address. After a survey of climbing and its various forms, from outdoor to indoor, it considers 

climbing’s connections to play and playground design with the aim to create climbing spaces for exercise that are fun for 

all. When climbing, it is best to have a thorough understanding of the material one is climbing on, and therefore the various 

materials found on the chosen urban sites were explored through the formation of hand crafted climbing holds. Finally, three 

designs were developed to understand how a variety of under used and forgotten spaces in Winnipeg could be transformed 

through provisions for climbing as well as the act of climbing itself.
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A climber works his way up through a granite chimney in 
Nopiming Provincial Park.
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The author climbing a granite cliff in
 Northern Ontario.

Photo: Daniel Crump

fig. 1
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The author and friends rock climbing in Nopiming Provincial Park.
Photo: David Quiring 

fig. 2
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Introduction
Before starting my studies at the University of Manitoba I had very little experience with rock climbing other then a few visits to 

a climbing gym as a child. As I began my studies, I found I needed to get up from my desk and be active. Since I’ve never been 

one to go to a weightlifting gym I looked for a fun way to get physical activity. I found this in climbing. The university had a small 

climbing club with a few short routes (under 3 metres in height) set up in a way that one could climb without the use of ropes (a type 

of climbing called bouldering). There was no need for special training or equipment. Once I realized that climbing required both 

physical strength and problem-solving skills, I was hooked. Since then it has become a daily ritual to escape from my desk for a few 

minutes and solve different kinds of climbing problems.

I had not thought about the connection between landscape architecture and climbing until late in my schooling when I started to 

seek out practicum topics. I had kept them separate in my mind. Climbing provided a space to relax from the stresses of schoolwork. 

Then I realized that one of the aims we had in our park design assignments was to create a space where visitors could relax and 

unwind from a fast-paced city life. If the climbing gym was that relaxing space for me, a space that provided much needed exercise, 

fun and mental relief, then why couldn’t it be developed into more than a little indoor room at the university? Climbing could be 

The author climbing in Nopiming Provincial Park.
Photo by: Daniel Crump

fig. 3
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more accessible and spaces could be created in public areas where everyone would be able to experience its joys and benefits. It 

was from there that I started down the path that lead to this practicum. 

After a brief history of outdoor and indoor climbing and its different forms, I look at some precedents for outdoor climbing in the city, 

ranging from repurposed industrial structures, to newly built structures, to a guerrilla style of climbing called buildering where people 

climb on building facades that were never intended to be climbed.

The section about play draws comparisons between climbing and play. In this section I look at the “Seven C’s” of playground design 

by Susan Herrington and Chandra Lesmeister, to see if and how they can be applied to the design of a climbing area.

The section on materials and touch is included because of the importance that tactility and movement play in our experience of places 

and object. Climbing relies heavily on the sense of touch, kinesthetic movement, and the textures of the surfaces on which people 

climb. An exploration of touch and architecture is followed by a materials exploration conducted through the fabrication on climbing 

holds from three different materials; wood, stone, steel. Climbing holds of varying shape and textures, necessitate different body 

movements in order to effectively use them.

Finally designs created for three Winnipeg sites are presented and discussed: one in an alley way in the Exchange District, one 

beneath a rail bridge on the Red River, and one on a naturalized bank on the Assiniboine River. Each design is meant to activate its 

site through the act of climbing.

A climber’s chalked up hand grasps at small protrusions on 
the granite wall she is climbing on. Small holds like these are 
called crimps.
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One of the climbing walls at the University of Manitoba 
Climbing Club, (UMCC). Climbing routes are demarcated by 

the coloured tape on the wall.

Start

Finish
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Rock Climbing
A Brief History

Outdoor / Indoor

Types

Natural Climbing Surfaces

Precedents

Chapter 1. 
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Rock Climbing
Rock climbing has its roots in mountaineering, which has been around as long as people have lived near mountains. However 

rock climbing is different than mountaineering. Mountaineering is focused on the summiting of a mountain and rock climbing 

is focused more on the intense and difficult sections of the climb where the climbing surface can reach 90 degrees vertical, in 

some cases more. In the Americas, rock climbing, as it known today, started in Yosemite Valley in the 1950’s (Valley Uprising, 

2014). People started looking for ways to climb cliff faces, previously thought unclimbable, and developed their own rudimentary 

gear to help them do so. Soon rivalries started within the climbing community about who could climb a certain cliff the fastest, 

and arguments about methods of climbing were highly contested. Did a climber rely too heavily on gear to climb past difficult 

sections? The climbing purists still argue about how much gear is too much (Valley Uprising, 2014). Since the 1950’s, climbing 

has evolved into an international sport with competitors from all over the world. In 2020, in Tokyo, climbing will be an Olympic 

event for the first time. Climbing has also moved indoors from the mountains, and made a home in climbing gyms. Winnipeg has 

five indoor climbing gyms ranging from small bouldering gyms, to larger and higher climbing gyms. The University of Manitoba 

has both a small bouldering gym and a larger, roped climbing facility in its new Active Living Centre. 

A climber works his way up a granite face in 
northern Ontario. He is tied onto a rope system 
in case he falls. The route up isn’t as easily seen 

as it is in a gym.

Bouldering (no ropes)
- Typically done lower to the ground
- Minimal equipment required

Top Rope Climbing (roped in for safety)
- Higher routes
- Harnesses, ropes, and clips required
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For the most part, rock climbers have long held the belief that outdoors is the preferred location for climbing; climbing on real 

rock is better than on plastic holds indoors. However in recent times indoor climbing gyms have exploded in popularity, with 

many professional competitive climbers rarely ever touching real rock in their careers. The debate between indoor climbing 

versus outdoor climbing is alive and well with both sides arguing strong points.

Older climbers, those who got into the sport when indoor gyms weren’t an option, worry that rock climbing is losing its soul 

to indoor gyms. In an article titled “Will Rock Climbing lose its Soul to Gym Rats” (2016) Gregory Thomas writes for Outside 

Magazine: 

 “For decades, the sport was more religion than athletic endeavor; experience was hard won, gleaned in the crucible 

of granite. Today, you’re more likely to find that kind of devotion channeled into human-created “problems” and 

color-coded rope routes at your local gym. The advantages of these fitness centers are clear: molded holds and 

fingerboards build grip strength quickly, and you can crank year-round, with only a few pieces of basic gear. The 

learning curve has fallen, and the new generation is poised to rapidly push the sport forward.”

Thomas is pointing toward a shift in mind-set. For some, rock climbing has traded its sublime experience in nature for the 

convenience of year-round climbing on walls with manufactured holds. Do climbers miss something when they climb on plastic 

as opposed to real rock?

Indoor climbing offers scenarios seldom found in nature. For instance, the plastic holds offer unnatural grip shapes and textures 

that add variety to the climbers’ experience, allowing them to train and prepare for whatever situation may come. Purists would 

argue that the textures and formations offered by granite, limestone, and sandstone are all that really matter, because indoor 

climbing is simply training for the real outdoor experience. 

When it comes to rock climbing, qualities of the climbing surface make the difference between being able to hold on, and 

losing grip and falling. It is no wonder many climbers have preferred types of rock to climb on. Three preferred stone types are: 

granite, limestone, and sandstone.

8



The climbing wall at the University of Manitoba’s Active 
Living Centre. It is indoors, and uses interchangeable plastic 
holds that staff members can rearrange whenever they like.

A granite cliff in Northern Ontario only changes over the 
course of thousands of years and is only climbeable for a 

few months a year. 
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Natural Climbing Surfaces
Granite:

Granite forms depend on its composition and how it was created deep below the earths crust. Granite makes up 70-80% of the earth’s 

crust and is formed by the slow cooling of magma. Slow cooling allows the characteristic crystals of granite to form (World of Earth 

Science, 2003). The granite is not exposed until it is pushed up to the surface and subjected to erosion by wind and water. Granite’s 

strength allows it to form massive vertical cliffs highly prized by rock climbers such in Yosemite Valley (Valley Uprising, 2014). One 

of rock climbing’s iconic climbs, El Capitan is a granite monolith 900 metres tall. Located in Yosemite, and has captivated climbers for 

decades. In what is considered by some the greatest feat of pure rock climbing, Alex Honnold ascended El Capitan in 3 hours and 56 

minutes without the use of ropes or safety gear on June 3, 2017 (Synnot, 2017).

Limestone:

Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed of calcium carbonate, which comes from the skeletal remains of marine organisms. Limestone 

is found in former lake and sea beds and is the result of millennia of layer after layer of sediment pressing down on itself. Often the shells 

and organic materials that make up the limestone are large enough to form fossils and are visible if the stone is cut or crushed. Limestone 

is quarried for architectural purposes and has been widely used in Winnipeg’s downtown, the Manitoba Legislature Building and the 

Canadian Parliament Building in Ottawa (Geological Association of Canada, 2007). 

Limestone is easily corroded by rain and weather, leaving its surface pocketed and featured, ideal for rock climbers looking for hand 

and foot holds. Rifle Mountain Park in Colorado offers some of the best limestone climbing in North America (The Mountain Project, 

2001). The stone in Rifle Mountain has also formed into overhanging cliffs and a variety of handhold formations, all of which appeal to 

climbers looking for variety and challenge. 

Sandstone:

Sandstone is another sedimentary rock formed when rock particles are deposited by wind or water and over time compress as more and 

more layers are added. While limestone is composed of organic materials, sandstone is comprised of particles eroded from other stone.  

Because sandstone is softer than granite, its erosion can leave interesting pockets and features. 

Red Rocks Canyon National Conservation Area in Nevada is a popular destination for climbers looking to climb on sandstone (The 

Mountain Project, 2001). 
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A climber scales a granite 
cliff in northern Ontario. 

Limestone blocks used on 
a building exterior at the 
University of Manitoba

The author bouldering on 
a sandstone boulder in 
Lesotho in 2017.
Photo: Rachel Bergen.

fig 4.
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Outdoor Climbing in the City
Climbing exists in cities around the world; mostly within climbing gyms, but outdoor climbing parks are gaining in popularity. These 

outdoor climbing areas come in a number of forms, from newly constructed climbing structures, to reimagined industrial ruins. There is 

even a group of climbers whose mission it is to seek out climbing opportunities where none were meant to exist, namely on public art or 

building façades.

Landschaftspark, in Duisburg, Germany, is an example of industrial ruins converted into climbing space. Its ore bunkers have been 

converted into climbing areas. Area climbers have reimagined various park spaces into approximately 7,000 square metres of climbable 

vertical wall surface. It is the largest outdoor climbing facility in Germany with approximately 400 different climbing routes and is used 

year round (Landschaftspark, 2018). Climbers use a combination of new holds and the decaying concrete of the site. The use of the old 

concrete as climbing holds helps physically connect the visitor to the history and context of the wider industrial site. 

By climbing on the old structures visitors imaginations are piqued. A structure formerly used to store ore is now a three dimensional 

space made available to human exploration. A once dangerous and inhospitable environment is now welcoming and exciting. 

Dumbo Boulders

On April 16, 2016 North America’s largest outdoor bouldering park opened in New York. Located under the Manhattan bridge, the 

bouldering park offers 7,800 square feet of climbing space. The site is seasonal and visitors are charged a fee per visit. The only style 

of climbing available is bouldering (Inhabitat, 2016). The Dumbo boulders are manufactured forms made of plastic and weather treated 

wood, made to accommodate climbing. The site offers outdoor climbing with spectacular views of the Manhattan skyline. Designed 

specifically for climbing it has many different wall formations and difficultly levels. It’s location under the Brookly Bridge visually connects 

climbers to the infrastructure of the city.

Scioto Audobon Climbing Wall

Located in Scioto Audobon Metro Park in Columbus Ohio, the Scioto Audobon climbing wall is a structure made to mimic natural rock 

formations. The wall reach heights up to ten meters and features top rope routes as well as lower bouldering routes. Total climbing 

surface amounts to 560 square metres. Smaller three meter boulders are also present and require no ropes or harnesses (Metro Parks, 

2014). The texture of the wall has been designed to replicate the aesthetics of climbing on natural rock. The faux rock texture is visually 

more interesting than a sheet of plywood, however the rock features are permanently affixed to the structure and cannot be altered or 

reconfigured. As the primary climbing activity of this wall requires ropes and harnesses, people who do not have the required equipment 

will not be able to participate. The wall is located in the middle of a city park and acts as a way finding device for the surrounding 

areas. Climbers will also get a wider view of the rest of the park as they ascend the structure.

 

Buildering

Buildering (a combination of “building” and “bouldering”) is a movement started by climbers looking to climb structures in the built 

environment. Typically these structures were never meant to be climbed and finding ways to climb them means reinterpreting (or 

deliberately misinterpreting) their form. Illegal in most cases, buildering is a mischievous subversion of the built environment (Buildering 

Misinterpreting Architecture, 2018). 
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In LA Climbs (2003), a book about buildering in Los Angelas, complete with diagrams, locations and instructions on how to climb certain 

buildings, Alex Hartly writes:

“Buildering, now pursues the purity of movement, surface, texture and line in the context of the built environment. It now 

focuses purely on the phenomenal characteristics of the architecture, on its compositions of planes, surfaces, textures, and their 

relationship and accessibility to the physical form of the urban climber. It offers up a new interpretation of a fractured, constructed 

arena through this interaction.”

People who builder, reimagine existing buildings a playgrounds. Similar to the reimagining of the ore bunkers at Landschaftspark, builderers 

take this new vision everywhere they go. The imagination and vision of builderers is an inspiration for the designs in this practicum.

Landschaftspark, Duisburg

Buildering
fig 9. Photo by THOR (creative commons)

Scioto Audobon Climbing Wall
fig 10. Photo by Kevin Payravi (creative commons)

Dumbo Boulders, New York
fig 8. Google Street View
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Play
Not Just for Kids

Children’s Playground Design Concepts

Climbing Gyms are Playgrounds for All Ages 

Chapter 2.
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Play
As mentioned earlier, I found rock climbing while looking for a more engaging way to exercise. I was looking for a fun way to be active 

that the regular gym did not provide. When I realized that rock climbing was both fun and challenging, the connection to play became 

apparent. Some think that play is for children, but rock climbing gyms strike me as adult playgrounds. They are places where people go 

to learn new things, meet friends, be active, and have fun. 
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The author playing around (climbing) on some 
boulders, Nopiming Provincial Park.

Photo: Colin Vandenberg.

fig 5.
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There has been much study on child development, the importance of play, and the importance of quality play areas. A well-designed 

space will allow a multitude of ways for children to explore and engage in play. In “The design of landscapes at child-care centres: 

Seven C’s” Susan Herrington and Chandra Lesmeister list criteria for more engaging and educational children’s play spaces. Between 

3-5 years old children are developing motor and cognitive skills through movements that they have never used before. For most 

people, engaging with a climbing wall is much they same. They learn to use muscles they did not know they had and learn to use 

ones they knew in new ways to solve new problems. Such similarities suggest that Herrington’s criteria for good playgrounds may be 

applicable to the design of climbing spaces. 

Herrington and Lesmeister’s seven criteria are: character, context, connectivity, change, chance, clarity, and challenge. The goal of 

these criteria is to help designers create spaces that are open-ended, challenging, engaging, easy to understand, but still mysterious 

enough to entice the minds of young children.

Character has to do with the “feel and design intent of outdoor play spaces” (Herrington and Lesmeister, p66, 2006). This is important 

for children as they are developing a “sense of narrative and humour.” Likewise for adult climbing areas, incorporating a sites existing 

narrative and character lead to sites that have a depth in their identity.

Context has to do with the micro-climates of a site, the location of the play space in relation to its surroundings, sun and shadow, and 

the density of children to play space available.  This criterion of context in regards to outdoor climbing spaces is also important. It will 

be important to provide sufficient space for the activity, to understand the sun and shadow conditions of the sites, and also in locating 

sites in relation to populations of people who might use the site. 

Connectivity is concerned about the “physical, visual, and cognitive connectedness of the play space itself” (Herrington and 

Lesmeister, p69, 2006). For children it is about how they area able to understand a site and move about in it, for adults in climbing 

sites it is the same. Creating a space with clear intentions and functions is important to the approachability of the site.

Change has to do with incorporating a variety of differently sized spaces within the play space, for children to move to and from in. 

Allowing children to experience different spaces within the larger playground offers a change of pace. Variety of experience is also 

important in climbing, climbers will move around a climbing area during their visit to try different styles of climbing. If only one style 

was offered, the site would quickly become boring. 

Chance “involves an occasion that allows something to be done—an opportunity for the child to create, manipulate and leave and 

impression on the play space” (Herrington and Lesmeister, p73, 2006). Chance, in some children’s play areas looks like sandboxes 

or spaces where children are invited to create and build something. In climbing spaces this can be achieved through the act of 

route setting, allowing for the rearrangement of climbing holds or encouraging people to imagine existing structures and textures as 

climbable.

Clarity has to do with making sure the site is legible to those who are going to be using it. Adults designing spaces for children often 

overlook the idea that they see the world from a higher perspective then children who are much shorter do, designers must learn 

to account for this. Understanding the user’s perspective is important when designing climbing spaces as well. Designing a climbing 

space that doesn’t cater to the needs and desires of climbers is surely not going to last long.
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Finally, the criterion I think especially pertinent to climbing is challenge. 

“Situations that offer graduated challenges that are explored by children as they develop, such as a climber that can be accessed in 

multiple ways from steps, to a ladder, to a climbing wall with a rope, offer a diversity of encounters” (Herrington and Lesmeister, p77, 

2006).

By creating a space that can cater to people as they progress in experience will allow people to engage at their own level. The climbing 

walls I have been to embrace this framework in setting climbing routes. Route setters (those who create the climbing routes) want beginners 

to feel welcome and be able to complete climbs on the edge of their ability. The idea is that when new climbers complete the first relatively 

easy route they will find a slightly harder one to tackle, or they will see their companions trying harder routes and rise to the challenge. 

Indeed challenge is the main reason people come back to the climbing gym. 

From my experience, without the challenge of climbing, of learning a new maneuver, of developing strength, climbing becomes boring. By 

applying the concept of graduated challenge it will be possible to create climbing spots in Winnipeg that will get people outside, physically 

active, and participating in play.

A climber, challenging herself with the overhanging 
purple route at Vertical Adventures, one of Winnipeg’s 
top climbing gyms.
Photo : Daniel Crump

fig 6.
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A climber successfully climbs a 
boulder route at Vertical 

Adventures. 
Photo: Daniel Crump

fig 7.
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Materials and Touch

Climbing and the sense of touch are inextricably linked. The climber feels and tests the surface to determine the best hold and whether 

or not the rock will be able to support their weight. Sometimes how to grab a hold is not obvious by just looking at it so the climber must 

experiment, feeling the hold from many angles to decide on the best position. Often it is differences in friction and texture perceptible 

only by the fingertips that can guide the climber up a route.

While climbing mountains, the climbers world shrinks to their immediate surroundings, to what they can sense, all other worries are 

secondary. Their life depends on being able to trust their senses.  It is not quite so dramatic when climbing indoors or on boulders but the 

basic premise remains the same. Climbing is a deeply embodied experience.

Juhani Pallasmaa writes in his 2005 book The Eyes of the Skin, Architecture and the Senses: 

“I confront the city with my body; my legs measure the length of the arcade and the width the square; my gaze unconsciously 

projects my body onto the facade of the cathedral, where it roams over the mouldings and contours, sensing the size of recesses 

and projections; my body weight meets the mass of the cathedral door, and my hand grasps the door pull as I enter the 

dark void behind. I experience myself in the city, and the city exists through my embodied experience. The city and my body 

supplement and define each other. I dwell in the city and the city dwells in me.”

I think climbers experience climbing in the same way Pallasmaa experiences the city. The experience of city isn’t just through the eyes, 

but through all of the senses simultaneously. It’s the sense of rock and wind on the skin, the sense of movement as one ascends, the 

elevated heart rate and breath, and emotions of fear and determination.

One sense Pallasmaa focuses on, is touch. 

“Touch is the sensory mode that integrates our experience of the world with that of ourselves. Even visual perceptions are fused 

and integrated into the haptic continuum of the self; my body remembers who I am and where I am located in the world. My 

body is truly the navel of my world, not in the sense of the viewing point of the central perspective, but as the very locus of 

reference, memory, imagination, and integration.” (Pallasmaa, 2005).

We experience the world more fully when we realize that there is more to experience then the visual, and embrace a multi sensory 

approach. Sometimes what is needed is an experience that helps us break out of our normative way of being.

“All architecture functions as a potential stimulus for movement, real or imagined. A building is an incitement to action, a stage 

for movement and interaction. It is one partner in a dialogue with the body” (Bloomer, Moore. 1977 p59). 

The buildings and spaces we typically interact with have become normal and mundane to us. They rarely challenge us, they are made 

simple and efficient. This is done so we can navigate through them quickly and easily without much thought. The dialogue Bloomer 

and Moore mention has become boring. Changing the language of the dialogue to include more of our senses, to include complex 

movement, can lead to engaging results. 

The world of climbing is one such space where the dialogue is changed, it is a space designed to allow people to explore new 

movements, and is filled with objects meant to be held, touched, grabbed, and hung from. One can argue that vision or hearing aren’t 

A climber uses his hands to find the best 
way to grip the granite.
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The anvil at Ted McLachlan’s outdoor 
forge, upon which the steel climbing 

holds were shaped.

A block of limestone salvaged from the 
university studio space. Left behind by a 

graduating student.

Burr Oak plank harvested and milled 
in southern Manitoba. The horizontal 

marks are a result from the milling 
process. 
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“The computer creates a distance between the maker and the object, whereas drawing by hand as well 

as model-making put the designer into a haptic contact with the object or space. In our imagination, the 

object is simultaneously held in the hand and inside the head, and the imagined and projected physical 

image is modelled by our bodies. We are inside and outside of the object at the same time. Creative 

work calls for a bodily and mental identification, empathy and compassion.”

(Pallasmaa, 2012)
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required senses in a world where everything that matters is literally at your fingertips. 

Rosalyn Driscoll creates sculptures that are meant to be touched. People come to her shows and are invited to feel her work rather then 

only looking at it. The tactile experience of art is important to Driscoll, one that can connect the unconscious with the conscious parts of our 

perception.

“When we touch a sculpture, we invite movement and touch - which are normally unconscious - into conscious awareness and even into the 

realm of aesthetics and meaning. In so doing we create connections between conscious and unconscious aspects of our being, integrating 

higher and lower functions” (Driscoll, 2014 p.114).

The gallery visitor touching tactile art and the rock climber share a common goal—to understand what they are touching, albeit in very 

different contexts.

The sense of touch is one the earliest senses we use to interact with the world. “Touch remains coloured by early experiences as children 

when touch was the primary way of interacting with the world, and the assurance and comfort we were afforded by tactile exchanges with 

the mother. Touching - even of sculpture - is infused with memories of the polymorphous pleasures of childhood” (Driscoll, 2014, p140). The 

sense of touch has also been linked to increased learning and creativity among children when encouraged to trace the outline of three-

dimensional letters with their fingertips in a Montessori school (Gallace, Spence, 2014, p110). 

As children grow up they start favouring other senses such as sight and hearing, and attention to touch is diminished. The diminishment of 

touch either through societal cultural forces or by the ubiquitous “Do Not Touch” signs has left a gap in our adult sensorial lives. Our sense 

of touch, however, is not forgotten. It can still play an important role in our lives if we seek it out and embrace what it can tell us. “For 

instance allowing people to touch objects (for example the objects placed on a touch table in a science museum or art gallery) increases 

the attention of the museum visitor and their subsequent ability to recall the experience” (Gallace, Spence p. 115). 

Our learning through touch continues into adulthood if there are opportunities provided for us. While the Montessori children learn how to 

read and write with three-dimensional letters, climbers learn the specifics of their climbing holds much the same way. Climbers often speak 

about “reading the route,” a skill developed with direct hands-on experience. This hands-on, tactile experience is essential to climbing and 

this practicum.

Attending to touch, for this practicum, I chose to fabricate climbing holds of my own design out of three materials: wood, limestone, and 

steel. I chose these materials as they are present in the three sites chosen for design interventions.

My intention was to discover how the materials would be experienced as climbing holds. Would each material offer a different climbing 

experience? As I formed the holds, I considered how I intended the hold to be used in climbing. I considered the characteristics of the 

material. Does it break easily? Is it naturally rough or smooth? How does it exist in site currently? Through working with the materials, I 

learned how they would react to different tools and processes. As I worked I often paused and gripped the hold from many different angles 

to better understand the form and to discover new shapes and opportunities as I progressed. 
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The limestone block, out of which I carved the climbing 
holds. The mortar on its edges suggests it was salvaged from 
a demolished building.

Limestone
Preparation:

Obtaining limestone and moving it to my garage was work in itself. The blocks had been left behind by someone in the university 

studio, likely due to their weight. Over the course of two days, I hauled them home on the bus in my backpack; this gave me 

an appreciation for how heavy limestone is. Next I gathered the relevant tools needed to shape the stone, including an angle 

grinder, rock hammer, two chisels, a pencil, eye protection, ear plugs, and dust mask.

 

Method:

I kept in mind numerous types of climbing holds as I looked at the stone’s current shape.  I looked for ways to incorporate the 

natural texture of the rock. Breaking limestone leaves a rough texture, cutting it leaves a smooth one.  I intended to utilize as 

many textures as possible when shaping the climbing holds, so I cut and smoothed sections of rock with the angle grinder and 

hammered and chiseled away other sections to leave a rough texture.
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Result:
The climbing holds made use of limestone’s existing textures. The holds’ geometry reflected how the stone broke apart.
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Preparation

Hardwood was necessary. Hardwood is stronger and less prone to splintering along edges than softwood; a splinter is the last 

thing one wants when grasping a climbing hold. A stack of wood—Burr Oak planks— was found in the school studio that suited 

nicely. 

Method:

Inspiration for the wood holds came from the natural pattern of bark on cottonwood trees along the Assiniboine river. The old 

trees’ bark is deeply creviced and runs in long vertical bands. Climbing a cottonwood trunk would require working your fingers 

into the crevices of the bark and pinching the bark between your thumb and fingers to pull yourself up.

Referring to these crevices, I traced out long narrow holds to be mounted vertically so the climber would need to pinch the hold to 

climb it. 

This milled Burr Oak plank was planed down in the 
University of Manitoba’s wood shop, then rough shapes 
were cut out with a bandsaw.

Wood
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Grinder marks and wood grain on an unsanded climbing hold. 
Some holds were left unsanded to promote more friction when 
being used.
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Result
The result was a set of climbing holds that evoke the verticality of the bark crevices present on the old cottonwood trees. Working with oak 

was a treat. The weight of the wood inspired confidence in the structural integrity of the hold and, when sanded, the Burr Oak’s beautiful 

grain was revealed.   
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Preparation:

When I selected the Canadian National rail bridge site I thought that it would be interesting to create climbing holds out of steel. For 

this, I enlisted the help of landscape architect and backyard blacksmith hobbyist Ted McLachlan. Ted let me join him in his backyard 

forge and taught me the basics of forging steel. To find steel I visited building material re-stores, scoured the ground along train tracks, 

and bought some scrap steel from a metals shop. In the end I was able to secure a few lengths of low carbon steel, a railroad spike, 

and a rusty rivet that had sheered off of a larger structure. 

Method:

We began by generating heat through one of two methods. First, we started a coal fire and used a mechanical blower to stoke it to 

the desired heat. We also used a propane forge. 

The steel was then placed into either the coal fire or the propane forge until it turned bright yellow. Bright yellow indicates that the 

steel had reached a more malleable temperature. Using tongs, the steel was retrieved from the heat source and placed on an anvil. 

While still maintaining grip with the tongs, we used a hammer to shape the steel until it cooled enough to be no longer malleable. This 

process was repeated until the desired shape was formed. Climbing and blacksmithing both require a great deal of grip strength, and 

the tired forearm muscles feeling was the same as when I go climbing. 

Steel
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Result:
In the end I feel the holds I produced reflect the nature of steel, and, more specifically the process of smithing. It was important to me that 

the hammered texture be predominant as this would determine grip-ability. The holds are heavy and will require a great deal of effort to 

use, reflecting the effort needed to shape them. Over time, the holds will rust and stain the structure on which they are placed; they will 

remain strong for decades much like the steel rail bridge that now spans the Red River at the project site. 
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Chapter 4.
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Focussing on Winnipeg’s city centre, I looked for sites with vertical elements or other characteristics that would make them 

interesting to explore as a climber.

Three types of landscapes were chosen; their character and their variety add to their value as good pilot projects for a city-wide 

climbing infrastructure: bridges, alley ways, and natural areas.

Bridges

The undersides of bridges often offer shelter. Not all bridges are appropriate; some are fenced off or the space below them is 

unusable and dangerous. The bridge site for this project needed to be easily accessed on foot or bike, have enough space for a 

recreation area, and be close to a foot path or active transportation corridor. 

Alley Ways

Winnipeg’s city centre has narrow alley ways that cars have difficulty navigating; many are used for parking. A narrow alley 

way forms a sort of urban canyon; the high walls that close in and above the visitor create aspace more intimate than that of a 

typical street. The alley ways of the Exchange District also have unique stone architectural features conducive to climbing.

Naturalized Areas

These are areas not maintained by Winnipeg city crews, and left to grow wild. Many are along riverbanks where development 

is difficult and, where existing vegetation minimizes erosion. Many cottonwood trees line the riverbanks. These massive trees 

sink their roots deep in the earth and reduce erosion while their trunks and limbs reach high into the sky. They add great vertical 

elements to the prairie city and capture the imagination of people who wonder what it would be like to climb amongst their limbs. 

Naturalized sites for this project needed to be located near or adjacent to a walking or cycling path, near high pedestrian traffic 

and need a large enough population to support a healthy and safe recreation area.

Design Sites
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Alley

Red River

Assin
iboine River

Winnipeg

Bridge

Naturalized Area

Map 1: 275,0001 km
500 m

250 m N
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3m

2m

1m

0m

When climbers stay within three metres from the ground they do not require ropes. To reduce barriers, the designs in this practicum 

all fall within this three metre limit. Whenever ropes are required, additional expensive equipment and specialized knowledge is 

necessary. If a climbing site requires these things few people will be enticed to use it. 

Bouldering (climbing under three metres in height) does not require ropes and or special knowledge. It is barrier free and open to 

all who come across it. 

Although no ropes are required, the fall areas need to meet certain criteria for fall absorption. Indoors, this is typically done with 

thick mats around the boulder walls; outdoors, mats are not always feasible, and ground amendments are necessary. The fall 

area amendments, on the right, are based on the 2014 Standards Council of Canada, “Children’s play spaces and equipment” 

specifications.

Safety
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Surfacing of safety area

Unbound Sand

Minimum depth  300mm
Critical height     more than 2.5m

*Critical height measured at high-
est possible foothold

Minimum depth  300mm
Critical height     up to 2.5m

Minimum depth  300mm
Critical height     up to 3 m

Pea Gravel

Wood Mulch
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15m

McDermot Ave

Bannatyne Ave

A
de

la
id

e 
St

Princess St
Winnipeg’s Exchange District
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Alley

The alley chosen is between warehouse buildings on Princess and Adelaide streets in the Exchange. The buildings were built between 

1887 to 1904 (City of Winnipeg Historical Buildings & Resources Committee, 2016), when Winnipeg was a bustling hub of trade. 

They once stored goods bound for other cities along Canada’s then recently built transcontinental railway (City of Winnipeg Historical 

Buildings & Resources Committee, 2016). The buildings started out as seperate structures but when trade boomed they expanded and 

merged with each other. The architecture of these buildings brings a distinctive character to Winnipeg’s downtown. The windows and 

doorways are adorned with artful stonework and decoration, adding texture contrasting to the tall glass buildings nearby. We drive, 

we walk, and cycle by these buildings and only experience them with our eyes from the ground plane. Imagine how differently we 

would understand this architecture after laying hands on the actual stone. It could lead to a greater appreciation of the craftsmanship 

involved in this style of stone and brick work. 
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Looking south through the alley. It is now 
used for informal parking and is cluttered 
with garbage.

22m 15m
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The buildings are 3-4 storeys tall and have brick exteriors with 
limestone trim. Fire escapes and exterior lighting are still in 

place. The proximity of the buildings to each other creates an 
intimate condition different from that on either end of the alley.

7m
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The design is a climbable section of wall that traverses the alley’s different textures and materials. From one end to the other, a 

climber is able to climb and interact with steel pipes, bricks, wood and stone. These materials, already present in the alley, are 

re-arranged and spaced in different configurations to create new opportunities for interaction. For instance, the existing pipes 

and conduits are not close enough to each other to facilitate climbing, however the new pipe climbing section’s tight web of pipes 

enable play and climb.

Map 1: 7005m
10 m

20 m N
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The alley is currently used for parking and access to loading docks. It will be important to 

maintain access to these spaces, so climbing areas are on the eastern building without operational 

loading docks. There is currently a garbage dumpster that trucks need to access.  The need to 

maintain access throughout the alley requires the intervention to be limited to the wall surfaces.

Boarded up loading dock X 5

Climbing Area

Boarded up loading dock

Active Doors, Docks, and Garbage

Climbing area x 4 Exit door x4

Garbage bin

Access for trucks

Active loading dock X 3

Map, 1: 300 N5 m
10 m

20 m
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Boarded up loading dock

Active loading docks

Active doors and garbage 59



Limestone

Wood

Brick

Pipes

Loading Dock/Garage

2m Landing area (300mm Pea Gravel)

Garbage bin

Climbing area x 4

7m

80m

Vehicle Access

Curb
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3m

2m climbing fall area

300mm of Pea Gravel
5m vehicle access for loading and garbage

Small rounded curb

Existing Lamp

Loading dock/garage 

7m
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The buildings have limestone foundations and the bottom few 
feet of each building has a rough hewn limestone exterior. 
The limestone is textured, perfect for hand or footholds.

Strategically placed hand 
holds to connect different 

climbable surfaces.
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3m
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Pipe

Boarded up loading docks

Pipes Brick
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Wood Limestone
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Small pipes and conduits running along the outside of the buildings are enticing to a potential 

climber but are off limits as natural gas and electric wires run through them. The new climbable 

pipes would allow people to climb on a safe section. The pipes would be simple to grasp and hand 

and foot holds plentiful. 

Rest Area
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Existing limestone sill x3

Rest Area

Exposed limestone foundation
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Protruded 25mmProtruded 50mm Protruded 10mm

Inset 50mm

Easy

Inset 25mm

Moderate

Inset 10mm

Difficult

The alley walls have been built from a classic yellow brick prevalent in the Exchange. To facilitate climbing, bricks will either 

protrude from the wall or be oppositely inset. With three different protrusions and three different intrusions, a climber will be able 

to determine how difficult their climb will be. The more a brick protrudes or is inset, the easier it will be for climbers to use that 

hold. With slightly protruded or inset holds, one can only use a small portion of the fingertips to grasp, requiring one to build up 

strength and skill in order to successfully make it across.
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Exposed limestone foundation

When one can only use the tips of the fingers to climb, this is called a crimp. Using crimps requires 

very delicate footwork to balance the climber as there is very little for the hands to hold. It also 

forces a climber to develop finger strength as a great deal of weight is placed on the fingertips. This 

style has little room for error. Precise placement of the hands is crucial.
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Large timbers currently used in the alley as bumpers around the loading docks have aged and 

weathered into interesting shapes. A new section of timbers will be placed to allow people to 

explore these interesting textures with their hands.  As the timbers are too wide for a hand to to 

wrap around them a different climbing technique will be needed to climb past this section. This will 

introduce a climber to new ways of climbing and new ways of using the texture of the timber to their 

advantage.
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Existing limestone sill x3

Exposed limestone foundation
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The section of the climb will be an extension of the existing limestone window sills. However as only 

the existing stone window sills will be horizontal and will act as rest points, the new stone holds will 

be placed diagonally or vertically. The diagonal orientation of the holds will require climbers to 

pinch the hold between their fingers and thumbs, using a different muscle set as compared to the 

wrapping of their hands around pipes, leaning on large timbers, or hanging on extruded bricks.
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Pinches are hand holds, narrow enough to be pinched between 

the thumb and fingers. Usually there is little for the fingers to wrap 

around and as a result they rely on the friction of the hold as they 

pinch. This requires and builds grip strength in the climber.

Exposed limestone foundation

Existing limestone sill x3
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Dirt path

Intervention

Paved path

CN BRIDGE

E. 230m

8m

8m
E. 224m

Red River

Map 1: 400 N
1m

5 m
10 m74



Canadian National Bridge
Beneath the CN (The Canadian National Railway) bridge on Waterfront drive is a space created by its two concrete foundation 

columns. The bridge itself is operated and owned by CN and spans the Red River. This site is appropriate partly because of the foot 

path that runs along the river and under the bridge.  A paved path runs parallel to the sidewalk further up the riverbank and connects 

the Forks River Walk to Stephen Juba Park. The steel structure above the rails has often been climbed by graffiti artists who leave 

their mark on its highest reaches. What is it like to climb on that steel? The look of the steel and the texture of the concrete remind me 

of Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord and how old ore bunkers were made into climbing areas. There, as here, the concrete’s continual 

aging allows new climbing opportunities to emerge over time.

Waterfront Drive
Paved Path

Intervention

Dirt Path

Red River
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An unofficial pathway runs 
along the riverbank and under 
the bridge. It is seperated 
from Waterfront Drive and is 
protected from traffic noise.

This sturdy concrete foundation, 
one of two on this side of 
the river, frames the site’s 
intervention space. The unofficial 
path can be seen on the right 
hand side of the photo. 

3m

8m

The concrete foundation column. 
Its weathered concrete has 
surface level cracks and pitting. 
Rust from the steel structure 
above has stained the concrete a 
deep red/brown. 
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The steel structure of the rail bridge looms over the path. The 
structure was once used as counterweight to raise and lower 
parts of the bridge. Winnipeg only has a few of these iconic 

steel bridges left.
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Possible climbing 
route the graffiti 
artists used.
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The space beneath the bridge between the two concrete 
foundation columns. Currently it is a barren space used for 
graffiti, and is poorly lit at night, making it an unsafe place 
after dusk.
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8m
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Existing Dirt Path

Existing Infrastructure

Existing Paved Path

Existing Allée of Trees

Existing Infrastructure

Inspired by the sharp angles of the structure above, this site is designed to contrast with the curvilinearity of the spaces around it. The 

existing pathways through Stephen Juba Park to the north and the Forks River Walk to the south are smooth and round, this area is 

sharp and angular. The rectilinear path will slow people down as it changes character and visitors will be greeted by one of two new 

entrance boulders at either end of the space. 

Map 1: 400 N 1m
5 m

10 m
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Stand Alone Steel Entrance Boulder

Limestone Block Benches

Stand Alone Steel Entrance Boulder

Map 1: 200 N 1m
5 m

10 m
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Limestone bench blocks, similar to those along the Forks River Walk, will be installed that will connect the space to its 

surrounding pathways. A steel strap with rivets will divide the bench in two while providing an opportunity for visitors 

to engage with the site’s steel materials.

500 mm

500 mm
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Heavy steel plates will be used as paving for the path that runs through the site. Inspired by Piazza Metallica at Land-

schaftspark Duisburg-Nord, these plates will rust and weather and slowly wear away from the elements.

Oversized rivets will be forged as climbing holds and volumes. The forging process will leave a hammered texture 

on their surfaces allowing climbers to find purchase on the otherwise smooth form.  Large spherical volumes such as 

these, force climbers to use different techniques then they would with more tradition climbing holds, focusing more on 

balance and open-handed friction maneuvers. The oversized rivets also add a sense of playfulness as the scale of the 

site is transformed with the smallest feature on the bridge above becomes one the of largest below.

50 mm

500 mm

r 200 mm

r 100 mm
r 50 mmr 25 mm
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47000 mm 5000 mm

330

1000

3500 mm

Angular steel boulders are placed at either end of the climbing area. They will greet visitors as they enter the space. 

The boulders will act as stand alone climbable structures that weather and erode. As the steel rusts, the actions of the 

climbers will leave their mark, in places rubbing the rust off revealing the shiny steel beneath. The exposed steel will 

indicate how other climbers have climbed the boulder and offer amateurs hints on how to climb it.
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3000 mm

2000 mm

720

2000 mm

One boulder will be a triangular point with a gentle incline on one side and an aggressive overhang on the other 

sides. This allows for novice climbers or children to interact with the boulder while simultaneously offering challenge 

to more accomplished climbers.

The rectangular boulder is meant to be used by children as it is lower to the ground with gentler inclines.
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Stand alone steel entrance boulder

Rusted steel plates

Limestone block bench with steel straps

Climbing Area with oversized rivet holds
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Height of the 1997 Flood

Flood heights etched into concrete

Height of the 2011 Flood
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The concrete foundation columns and the entrance boulders will be finished with climbing holds 

made of steel. Steel climbing holds will suggest what it feels like to climb on the structure above. 

Shapes mimicking rivets will be forged and placed on the wall.

Flood of 2011, 226m

Flood of 2011, 226m

Flood of 2011, 226m

Flood of 19
97, 2

29m

Flood of 19
97, 2

29m

To Stephen Juba Pa
rk

Red Rive
r
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Flood of 19
97 ,229m

With an uppermost height limit of 3 metres, the climbing area will be low enough to be safe, 

but high enough to offer an exciting experience. One can also experience the rumble of a train 

passing overhead through one’s fingers as one clings to the shaking handholds. 

To the Fo
rks 

River W
alk

CN Bridge
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Winter ice level 221m

Flood of 2011, 226m

Flood of 1997, 229m
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30m

Intervention Area

10m

E. 231m

E. 226m

Assiniboine River

O
sborne

West Broadway

Map 1: 3000 N
10m

100m
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Cornish Path

The Cornish Path runs along the Assiniboine River between Cornish Ave and Mostyn Place Park. 

The Cornish Path is listed as a riverbottom forest area by the City of Winnipeg Naturalist Services. The area is “A riverbottom 

forest area with varied quality. The canopy is very good in some areas with very large peach-leaved willows and cottonwoods. 

The understory is generally more disturbed with numerous trails” (City of Winnipeg, 2004).

The City of Winnipeg defines riverbottom forests as riparian areas that grow along the edge of rivers and streams. They benefit 

from the annual deposit of soil and nutrients flooding brings them, and their roots help stabilize the riverbank from erosion. The 

river bottom forest is also a host to diverse habitats for wildlife and plants.

I have lived close to the path and walked along it often over the past three years. In the summer the path is enclosed by a dense 

canopy of cottonwoods, in the winter it is a way to get to the ice skating trail on the Assiniboine River. The pathways are created 

by footprints and bike tracks, all constantly changing. As it connects to the Forks Riverwalk surfacing the path transforms from 

raw and wild to maintained asphalt and limestone.

Although it is only 450 meters long it offers diverse experiences, with opportunities to follow lesser trails off on an adventure or 

to take a seat on a fallen tree and breathe deeply in this wild refuge in the city.
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Unofficial walking paths 
created by foot and bicycle 
traffic. The paths sees a large 
number of visitors year round, 
except during spring when the 
area is often flooded.

Fallen trees act as natural 
resting points for visitors and 
can be climbed as they are. 
They are also habitats for 
animals. 

The deeply creviced bark of 
the cottonwood tree offers a 
tactile experience. 
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Existing Elements
The main features of the site are the massive cottonwood trees, the Assiniboine River, and surrounding riparian ecosystem.  

The two cottonwood trees are old and very tall with branches that extend over the entire site and over the river. The design 

aims to provide a way to experience the heights of these trees without having to climb to dangerous heights. At the end 

of Cornish Avenue, the city built a small paved plaza as part of the Assiniboine parkway. Currently it is neglected and not 

maintained. So the design removes the plaza to make room for a new installation.  
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Existing Assiniboine 
Parkway Plaza

Existing cottonwoods

View to the 
Assiniboine River
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Exposed root mass of fallen tree
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Inspiration for this design came from seeing a blown over tree in the Canadian Shield whose root mass was pulled out of 

the ground and set up vertically so that one could see the twisted roots that once gripped the thin soil.  There are similar 

trees long Assiniboine riverbank that have blown over but continue to grow. Their trunks, once vertical, now stretch out 

horizontally, forcing me to climb over them in order to continue my walk. 

This design centres on a structure that mimics the fallen tree, its exposed root disc becomes climbing area.

Fallen tree that continues to grow
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As the “fallen tree” ramp ascends through the two existing cottonwoods a new space is created. The vertical space between 

the trees becomes a place that people can now occupy and experience. The height of the installation would be safe but also 

be high enough to give people a taste for what kind of space exists up in the branches of the massive cottonwoods.
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A
ssiniboine River

Flood 1997, 229m

Flood 2011, 228m

Normal river level 224m

Cornish path

Gateview Apartments 15 Cornish Ave

Cornish Avenue

Cottonwood trees x 2

The Columns Bed & Breakfast, 5 East Gate St

Map 1: 400 N 1m
5 m

10 m
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3000 mm

3000 mm

The climbing face features a combination of the wooden climbing holds and simulated vertical cracks. The 

cracks create three different planes to climb. Climbers can choose to use either the holds or the cracks 

exclusively, or a combination of the two. 
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Crack climbing is traditionally done in cracks in smooth rock faces. Climbers must jam their hands and feet 

into tiny cracks in the rock in order to stay on the wall. Here the vertical “cracks” in cottonwood bark, are 

suggested. Each crack varries between 100mm and 200mm wide so as to provide for varied hand and foot 

positions.

100mm - 200mm

50 mm

50 mm
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The “root mass” of the fallen tree ramp doubles as a climbing surface and as a foundation for the structure. The overall 

structure will be keptlight so as not to adversely affect the river bank structure. A series of screw piles or one or two concrete 

piles will anchor the structure in place. 

The ground around the climbing structure is a mix of clay, soil complete with low growing vegetation. The fall area will be 

amended with wood mulch to soften the already forgiving earth, or in case the ground becomes sunbaked and hard. When 

the spring flood waters wash away loose materials in the spring, it is an inexpensive material to replace. 
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The ramp itself will be climbable from underneath. Climbers have long loved overhanging climbing routes;  

depending on the style of handholds these routes can vary in difficulty. Overhanging routes require  

substantial  strength to complete so easier routes will be placed on the “root mass” structure so climbing is 

available to whomever would like to climb here.
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1000mm landing for climbers
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Renderings
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When looked at with a climber’s eyes, the Winnipeg landscape has a multitude of opportunities for 

exploration and play. The act of climbing allows a climber to experience a site’s physical presence through 

a sense they may not have used in a conscious way in a very long time. As people reconnect to their senses 

of touch and movement through climbing they will see other opportunities for climbing. Spaces that were 

once deemed unsightly or unsavoury may now be seen for previously unconsidered qualities. One of the 

goals this practicum set out to achieve was to kickstart peoples imaginations. Erin Coates, a climber and 

artist from Perth, produced a video of her and her friends buildering in their hometown of Perth Australia. 

When asked about her work related to climbing she said:

“It’s interesting how your vision changes depending on your area of speciality or your particular 

field. Rock climbing biases your view of your immediate surroundings to a focus on forms, shapes, 

lines, sequences. This can extend to the built environment as well — buildering is a unique way of 

interrogating architecture. On a personal and political level, there’s something compelling about 

doing that to your own city. It’s a way of understanding your urban environment, of having this 

relationship through your body to built space, and of claiming something of that.”  (Coates in 

interview with Day, 2017)

These three sites can be seeds from which sprout a new playful attitude towards the built environment. 

They can be places where people reimagine the in-between spaces and reclaim them as habitable and 

active. The alley, once a gritty space for trucks and parking, remains gritty but now the grit and texture are 

interactive. The CN bridge, once a secluded and overlooked becomes a playful area where imagination is 

piqued as climbers can experience the rumble of the trains above through the climbing holds. Finally the 

Cornish Path, a beautiful unmaintained path along the Assiniboine river is transformed by creating a new 

experience for its visitors to leave the understory of the cottonwood trees and ascend in between canopy 

and forest floor. 

I know from experience that I constantly see parts of the city ripe for climbing in both big and small ways. 

It is my hope that through interaction with these designs, people will develop a love for climbing, a love 

for these unsung spaces, a greater appreciation of texture and form, and most importantly have fun while 

developing a new way of seeing their city.

Conclusion
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